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Nest of Steel 

The tunnel slopes upward. You can see sunlight - bright, almost 

blinding - trickling into the darkness. There is a scent on the cool 

breeze blowing towards you. Blood? No. But something similar… 

 

Adventure Background 

The lands of Calindria are notorious. Its years as productive farmland and a convenient travel route 

are long past. Two decades ago, caravans started disappearing. Within a month, the last surviving 

farmers fled their ruined villages. 

No one knows what calamity fell upon the region, but everyone has their theories. Most folk believe 

it was the local orc tribes. Others point out that the scale and speed of the collapse was too great for 

a small orc clan that had conducted only occasional raids. Attempts to settle the mystery, whether 

using soldiers or adventurers, turned up nothing. Those few who returned found only old farmland, 

now overgrown. 

The locals gave up on the land ten years ago. Resettlement, as far as they are concerned, is 

impossible. Still, every now and then some outsiders try their luck. Their bodies are occasionally 

recovered - what is left of them, at least… 

 

Adventure Synopsis 

Part A 

The adventurers find Calindria as the locals had described it - a popular road lined with farmland, all 

abandoned to nature. Exploring the collapsed farmhouses turns up some stone tools, a few wild 

animals taking shelter, maybe some food and clothing. 

Further into the forsaken territory are some intact structures - stone temples, perhaps. The thick 

wooden door is locked, but the lock is broken and cannot be picked. Inside the temple are scrolls, 

supplies, incense, some wooden artefacts or holy symbols. 

After a day or so of travelling, the adventurers find the remains of an orc raiding party. These raiders 

were killed a week or two ago and left to rot in the sun. They have been stripped of swords, axes and 

heavy armour, though a few still have clubs, longbows and light armour. Large footprints, likely 

orcish, lead towards the forested hills nearby. 

If the adventurers follow the footprints, they track them through a thin forest of strong, old trees. 

The footprints stop in a clearing. In the trees around the clearing are large apes wielding misshapen 

metal objects as clubs. After defeating the apes, the adventurers find a warped sheet of metal on 

the ground, serving as a crude hatch… 
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Part B 

The hatch covers the entrance to an old mine. The adventurers find three factions occupying the 

mine. Between them, they have driven away weaker creatures and are in a stalemate with each 

other: 

Air cultists, who have taken the high ground and waiting for their opportunity to strike. 

Fire cultists, who are split between wanting to leave and wanting to kill the air cultists. 

A small orc clan, who have mastered some elemental magic and mostly want to be left alone. 

Neither of these factions have metal weapons, metal armour or metal objects of any kind. As such 

they rely heavily on magic and improvised weapons. 

The orc clan have set up their camp near another crude, warped hatch. Through stealth, diplomacy 

or brute force, the adventurers reach it… 

Part C 

The hatch conceals a tunnel of dug-out earth. The adventurers follow it. It leads them to a crater 

that had been blasted into the hillside millennia ago. In the crater is a small rocky grove, though 

every surface is coated in metal. 

The crater is the nest of a metal phoenix, a legendary creature born of the union of a dragon and an 

elemental. The phoenix distorts reality for miles, causing metal objects to slowly warp and buckle. 

The phoenix is protected by a large ape, the patriarch of the local ape families. Armed with reforged 

elemental metal, he defends the metal phoenix with his life. 

After the adventurers kill the phoenix, it reverts to an egg. This egg is solid steel and 5 feet tall, and 

so cannot be moved by ordinary means. The metal in the nest crumbles and rusts, and the lands of 

Calindria become habitable again. But this is only temporary, unless the adventurers can move or 

destroy the phoenix’s egg. 
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The Adventure 

Part A 

Factions/NPCs: 

 Ape families.  

o Description: The apes are clever beasts, though not sentient. The families are 

hierarchical and enforce loyalty through strength. 

o Motivation: They are fanatically loyal to the metal phoenix, for its mere presence 

weakens their rivals - orcs and humans - for miles around. They know to protect the 

entrance to the old mine, as it is one of the few ways to reach the nest. 

o Forces: The apes are physically strong and fast when climbing trees. Their 

improvised metal weapons are effective. They are incapable of magic and so easily 

intimidated or impressed by it. The apes have decent HP but low armour. 

o Challenge Rating: below the party. They are strong beasts but beasts nonetheless. 

Key events: 

 Exploring the ruins 

o Adventurers will find all sorts of things associated with normal farming life, except 

anything metal. All metal objects, except small ones escaping notice, have been 

stolen by the apes and taken to the nest. This includes coins. Any metal objects 

remaining will be warped to the point of useless. 

 Slaughtered orc party 

o The footprints in the area belong to the apes, killing the orcs for their metal. These 

footprints are large and humanoid, making them similar to orc footprints. The 

effectiveness of the orcs’ weapons was reduced by the metal phoenix’s aura, giving 

the apes the upper hand.  

 Clearing ambush 

o The apes see the adventurers as interlopers on their territory. They will not retreat. 

They will pursue the adventurers if they retreat, unless they have taken heavy 

injuries in the fight. 
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Part B 

Factions/NPCs: 

 Air Cultists 

o Description: The cultists are frail-looking and dressed in simple robes, but move with 

the confidence of those who are used to being obeyed. 

o Motivation: The Air Cultists are here to capture the metal phoenix. They are in no 

rush, though, and are happy to wait for the right opportunity. 

o Forces: Lead by Poroforn, a patient tactician with a love of political and magical 

power. They are few in number by skilled spellcasters. 

o Challenge Rating: at party level. They are cunning and powerful foes. 

 Fire Cultists 

o Description: The fire cultists tend to be short, stocky, with dark hair and scarred skin. 

Their robes have elaborate patterns of yellow and white over black and red, which 

seem to indicate role or status.  

o Motivation: This group were slaves of the air cultists. They are torn between a desire 

for revenge and a desire to escape, though currently their hate is winning out. 

o Forces: They have no formal leader, though a dwarf named Barsan will speak for 

them. Their spells are simple fire-conjuring tricks, though there are a decent number 

of them. 

o Challenge Rating: below party level. They lack weapons and their spells are not 

powerful. 

 Redrock Clan Survivors 

o Description: These orcs have been beaten and had their weapons stripped. They are 

the largest collection of orcs in this region and have witnessed their kin being 

massacred over the last 20 years. They are dirty and tattered, eager to fight but 

knowing they lack the strength to do so well. 

o Motivation: Orc clans that are defeated in battle are usually incorporated into the 

willing clan, as slaves if nothing else. These orcs lost but are clanless. This leaves 

them irritable, melancholy and stressed. They want to fight to regain their pride, but 

also want to be left alone to regain their strength. 

o Forces: Their leader is Dul, a brutal thug suffering from the orcish equivalent of 

depression. These orcs lack weapons but have learned some basic air magic and are 

physically powerful. If presented with a worthy fight, their bloodlust would return 

with a vengeance. 

o Challenge Rating: at party level. Though they lack weapons, the orcs are still 

physically powerful. They also know some simple magic. 
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Key events: 
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 The passage behind the hatch is a tunnel dug into the earth. The path is dark and is uneven, 

though the floor has been worn smooth by thousands of footsteps and dragging heavy tools. 

o Perceptive adventurers might notice that the wall at Location 1 is warm. Behind a 

thin rock layer is a barrier of elemental fire, maintained by the fire cultists as a 

defence. This fire is easily dispelled and looks more dangerous than it actually is. 

o Perceptive adventurers may notice at Location 2 a small tunnel opening near the 

ceiling, just big enough for an armoured human to squeeze through. This concealed 

entrance leads to the air cultist’s makeshift base. 

o At Location 3, metal bars, crudely shaped like the hatch behind them, block the 

path. The orcs on the other side refuse to allow entry. This “gate” is not locked but is 

heavy and in clear view of the entire orc camp.  

 The Air Cultist Chamber is at a higher elevation than the rest of the mine. The cultists 

destroyed all ladders and ropes in the mine, denying their enemies access. It is a wide, open 

chamber, the rock walls worn smooth by air magic. The camp itself is minimalist, as air 

cultists prefer to sleep while exposed to nature. Cultists sleep in shifts on pockets of air, 

elevated half an inch above the hard, stone floor. 

 The Fire Cultist Chamber is a chaotic, crowded mess. Spare robes are used as bedding and 

the room is lit by smokeless elemental flames. The fires protecting each entrance are tended 

to twice an hour by novices.  

 The Orc Camp is even messier than the fire cultists’. Animalskin tents are scattered 

randomly, many of which have been knocked over by the orcs’ practicing their crude air 

magic. Most orcs are sleeping at any given time. Those that are awake are either half-

heartedly watching the entrances or moping, lacking even the enthusiasm to fight among 

themselves. The orcs will respond to the presence of outsiders, though. 

 Reaching the Hatch - Nest causes any surviving factions to react: 

o The Air Cultists want to reach the nest. If they have not negotiated with the 

adventurers, they will attack them. If they are friendly, they will accompany the PCs. 

o The Fire Cultists want to leave the caves but are afraid to do so. If they cannot be 

convinced to leave, they will want to stay close to the PCs. They will flee at the first 

sign of trouble. 

o The Orcs want to be left alone, but the promise of a good battle could convince 

them to tag along. 
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Part C  

Boss Monster battle: the Metal Phoenix. 

 Terrain: 

o The encounter takes place in a large crater open to the sky. The walls are vertical for 

30 feet from the ground, then steep upwards for another 30 feet. A few trees are 

scattered throughout the crater. Metal covers each surface, including the plants. A 

few metallic crystals, 5 feet across, protrude from the walls at eye level. 

 Combatants: 

o Metal Phoenix - a large, glimmering bird with razor-sharp beak and talons. 

 Stats: High armour, moderate hitpoints. 

 Behaviour: Stays close to Ape Patriarch 

 Attack: Melee attack (talons) - high damage, low chance to hit. 

 Abilities:  

 Elemental Aura: the Phoenix warps the metal surfaces of the nest. 

Enemies find moving towards the Phoenix is difficult terrain but 

moving away isn’t. 

 Regeneration: the Phoenix can use chunks of elemental metal from 

the environment to heal itself. 

 Legendary Rebirth: when reduced to 0 HP, the Phoenix reverts to an 

egg. While it is an egg it can take no action and has high defences. If 

the egg is destroyed before it hatches (14 months later), the Phoenix 

dies. 

o Ape Patriarch - a tall, muscular ape with random patches of steel armour 

 Stats: low armour, high HP 

 Behaviour: Protects phoenix; engages intruders 

 Attack: Melee attack (fist) - moderate chance to hit, moderate damage 

 Abilities: 

 Matyr for the Phoenix - while adjacent to the Phoenix, any attack 

that hits the Phoenix instead deals damage to the Ape Patriarch. 

 Mighty Leap - the Ape Patriarch can leap 15 feet. During this 

movement, it cannot be targeted by attacks. 

 Affinity for Steel - as an action, the Ape Patriarch can incorporate 

metal from the environment, increasing its AC. 


